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Introduction

This report fulfills the responsibility of the Advisory Council under its legislative charge to
study Minnesota's sales taxation of capital equipment and report to the 1994 Legislature. l

The report

.. outlines the tax policy principles or goals for the sales tax treatment of capital
equipment (Chapter 1)

.. relates the history of the taxation of capital equipment under the Minnesota sales
tax (Chapter 2)

.. sumniarizes other states' taxation of capital equipment (Chapter 3)

.. analyzes the effect of capital equipment taxation on economic growth in
Minnesota (Chapter 4)

.. makes recommendations to the legislature (1) for expanding the sales tax
exemption for capital equipment and (2) for offsetting the revenue loss.

Legislative Charge: Capital Equipment Advisory Council

In 1993, the legislature substantially amended the capital equipment sales tax exemption
statute to include most of the positions the Department of Revenue had taken in administering
the law. The legislature also established a state advisory council to study the capital
equipment exemption and report its fmdings to the legislature by February 1, 1994.

The enabling legislation (see Appendix E) requires the Council's report to include the
following:

.. an overview of the purpose, intent, and application of the existing exemption;

.. appropriate tax policy goals for the capital equipment exemption;

.. an evaluation of the effect the exemption has in encouraging new investments,
economic activity, and job creation; and

.. analysis of alternative versions of the exemption, either expanding or narrowing
it, including expansions contained in the administrative law judge's report.

11993 Minn. Laws chap. 375, art. 9, § 49. See Appendix E for a copy of the legislation.



The Council's report also is to include revenue neutral recommendations for modifying the
exemption.
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The following members were appointed to the Advisory Council:

Morrie Anderson, Commissioner of Revenue

Governor's appointees

Marybeth Brady, First Bank System
Hal Lofgreen, St. Cloud State University
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Representative Irv Anderson
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Bob Cline, Director of the Tax Research Division, Department of Revenue; Joel Michael and
Pat Dalton, Legislative Analysts, Research Department, Minnesota House of Representatives;
and Keith Carlson, Fiscal Analyst, Senate Tax Committee Staff, provided the primary staff
assistance to the Advisory Council.
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In principle the sales tax is a tax on income used for consumption. A general sales tax,
which is an ad valorem tax based on price, should apply to most goods purchased by
individuals for personal consumption. The practice of taxing business inputs, including
capital equipment, conflicts with the idea that the sales taxis a tax on fmal consumption.

There is general consensus among most analysts that a tax should be:

.. equitable;

.. efficient;

.. simple to understand;

.. easy to administer; and

.. an adequate revenue raiser.

These principles can conflict with each other. Policy changes that advance one goal may
violate another. Policy makers, therefore, need to be sensitive to tradeoffs among the
principles to achieve an appropriate balance in formulating proposals for tax changes.

Generally, the sales tax would be more efficient, easier to understand and administer, and
provide more stable revenues if business inputs, including capital equipment, were exempt
from the tax. Horizontal equity would be increased with taxation of a broader range of fmal .
consumption goods and exemption of most business inputs. The ability of sales tax revenues
to increase with growth in the economy would also be enhanced by broadening the base of
fmal consumption goods that are taxed. Vertical equity would increase or decrease,
depending upon what revenue sources were substituted for the sales tax on capital equipment.

Equity

A tax should be fair or equitable, both in terms of horizontal equity ("equal taxation of
equals") and vertical equity (the tax burden should rise or at least should not fall as
income rises).

The equity principle addresses the issue of fairness in the distribution of the sales tax burden
among taxpaying households. To evaluate fairness, sales taxes paid by households are
compared to their ability to pay, generally measured \'>y a taxpayer's total, current money
income. These effective tax rates (or burdens) can be compared for taxpayers at different



income levels, as well as for taxpayers at the same level of income. In other words, the
equity principle has two important dimensions, horizontal and vertical.
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Horizontal equity examines tax burdens of taxpayers at the same level of income. The
widely-accepted horizontal equity principle is that taxpayers with similar levels of income
should pay approximately the same amount of tax. If the sales tax is a tax on consumption,
tax. burdens for taxpayers with the same level of income and consumption should not vary
because of the composition of spending. In general, broad tax. bases, uniform tax rates and
minimum exclusions increase horizontal equity. Horizontal equity would increase if the sales
tax. was broadened. to include more final consumption purchases. Many purchases by
individuals, especially purchases of services, are not subject to sales tax. As a result,
households with the same income pay different amounts of tax depending on what they chose
to .consume. For example, persons who devote more income to buying boats and cars pay
more sales tax than similar people who spend their money on expensive clothes.

A tax on capital equipment violates the policy of horizontal equity. Inclusion of business
inputs, also known as intermediate goods, in the sales tax base leads to a special problem
known as pyramiding or cascading. . Pyramiding occurs when the sales tax on an intermediate
good is incorporated into a higher price for a final good. The amount of pyramided sales tax
that is reflected in the price of a good depends on the amount of intermediate goods used in
the production process and on the extent to which these intermediate goods are taxed. The
effect of sales tax pyramiding is that different goods are taxed at different rates; the total tax
depends both on the direct tax paid on the fmal purchase for consumption and the indirect tax
paid through pyramiding. Persons with the same income but different consumption patterns
will have different tax burdens due to these tax. differentials as well as exemptions for certain
consumption goods.

Table 1 displays some examples of differential effective sales tax. rates that result from
pyramiding of the tax on business inputs. The table breaks down the tax. paid directly on
fmal purchases and indirectly through sales taxes on business inputs that are passed along in
higher consumer prices. Table 1 shows that indirect sales taxes result in substantial effective
tax rates on consumers, even though the final sale of the product or service is exempt For
example, although health services are exempt, the indirect effective tax rate is 0.38 percent
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In addition, the table shows that the extent of pyramiding varies significantly across
industries.

. Table 1
Effective Sales Tax Rates as a Percent of Consumer Price

Products Direct Indirect Total

Construction and Mining 0.02 4.85 4.87
Manufacturing

Durable Goods 6.26 0.64 6.90
Nondurable Goods 4.73 0.59 5.32

Transportation 0.00 4.46 4.46
Utilities and Communications 3.25 1.33 4.58
Finance, Insurance, Real Estate 0.00 0.75 0.75
Personal and Other Services 2.20 1.27 3.47
Eating and Drinking Establishments 6.50 1.03 7.53
Health Services 0.00 0.38 0.38
Business Services 0.00 1.89 1.89

Vertical equity compares effective sales tax rates for taxpayers at different income levels.
A tax is described as progressive, proportional or regressive if effective tax rates rise, remain
constant, or fall as income increases. There is almost universal support for the vertical equity
principle that a fair tax is a tax with a proportional or progressive distribution of tax burdens.
Because higher-income taxpayers save a larger percentage of their incomes, even a broad
based consumption tax will be regressive. Most state sales taxes contain a number of
exclusions from the base which may reduce regressivity (e.g. food) or increase regressivity
(e.g. investment advisory services) relative to the base of a comprehensive consumption tax.

A tax on capital equipment is as regressive as the overall sales tax. Sales taxes which are
initially collected by businesses from consumers or are initially paid by businesses on their .
purchases of inputs (capital equipment, for example) are assumed to be subsequently shifted
through market adjustments to households as consumers, business investors, workers or
landowners. Incidence theory and analysis is used to predict the final distribution of sales
taxes by households after all shifting has occurred. According to the 1993 Minnesota Tax

·-Incidence Study the distribution of the total sales tax burden on Minnesota residents is
regressiye. The sales tax on business inputs is about as regressive as the overall sales tax.

'",

Reducing the sales tax on capital equipment will decrease the regressivity of the sales
tax. Generally accepted incidence theory suggests that the burden of the sales tax on capital
equipment is divided into two parts. The part of the tax that equals the national average tax
on capital is borne by capital, because capital generally cannot move to another location
(another state or locality) to avoid the tax. The part of the tax in excess of this average
capital tax will be shifted back to labor in lower wages, forward to consumers in higher



prices, or to landowners. Where this shifting occurs, depends upon the market for the goods
being produced. If the market is local, the tax will be shifted forward to consumers in higher
prices. If the market is national, the price will be set by competition in the national market
and the tax cannot be shifted forward in higher prices. Thus, for products marketed
nationally in a competitive market, this part of the tax will largely be shifted back to labor
and to a lesser extent to Minnesota landowners.2
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Available evidence suggests that Minnesota's taxation of manufacturers' capital is higher than
the national average. Thus, reducing this tax will lower the tax that falls on labor, land, and
Minnesota consumers (for locally produced goods). Exempting capital equipment should
reduce the regressivity of the tax, if the reduced revenues are not replaced by spending
reductions or tax mcreases that are more regressive than the existing tax.

Efficiency

A tax should be efficient or neutral; it should minimize interference as much as possible
with market decisions.

The principle of efficiency presumes that a market economy generally yields the best possible
allocation of private goods and services. Put another way, allowing individuals and firms to
decide how, where, when, and what to produce and consume is the best way of meeting most
people's desires for private goods and services, given the constraint of fInite resources. The
market's ability to satisfy individual consumer preferences is reduced by tax structures that
either favor consumption of one good over others or favor certain forms and manners of
production.

. Taxes inevitably interfere with private sector decision making. Under the principle of
effIciency, a tax should be as neutral as possible; its inevitable impact on private sector
decisions should be minimized. The sales tax should be structured, as much as possible, in a
way that does not distort or change how or what goods and services are produced or
consumed. It should not affect a firm's decision regarding methods of production nor should
it reduce the competitiveness of certain firms based on their size or organizational structure.

2For a more extensive discussion of these issues see Dept of Revenue, Minnesota Tax
Incidence Study 41-72 (Nov., 1993).
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A sales tax on capital equipment distorts business production decisions. Taxing some
inputs, such as capital equipment, favors processes that use relatively more exempt or lightly
taxed inputs (e.g., labor or raw materials). If replacement capital equipment is taxable, a firm
may opt to continue to use older, less efficient equipment instead of modernizing a plant.

A sales tax on capital equipment favors vertical integration, and larger firms. If sales
tax is imposed on the purchases of business inputs, there is an incentive to produce those
inputs "in-house." This in-house production, known as vertical integration, allows a business
to avoid the sales tax because there is no taxable transaction. Vertical integration is a more
viable option for larger fInns. Small fInns do not use enough of many inputs to produce
them efficiently within the company. The result is that input costs for larger firms may be
lower due to vertical integration, making smaller firms less competitive.

A special case favoring vertical integration exists in current Minnesota law. Currently a firm
that directly purchases qualifying capital equipment for a new plant pays no sales tax on the
equipment. A finn whose equipment is purchased and installed by a contractor as part of a
building contract pays the tax.

A sales tax on capital equipment may influence where businesses locate. A Minnesota
business might be less competitive with similar businesses outside the state because the sales
tax increases the cost of inputs. This argument assumes that the sum of other costs, including
other business taxes, are equal. The effect of the sales tax on the competitiveness of
Minnesota locations should not be evaluated in isolation; it should be incorporated in an
analysis of the net effect of all business taxes (including corporate and property taxes) on
interstate competitiveness.
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Simplicity

A tax should be simple and easy for the public to see and understand, both to facilitate
compliance and to hold the government accountable for the effects of the tax.

The principle of tax simplicity means that tax provisions should be uncomplicated and easily
understood to maximize voluntary compliance. Qualifications and arbitrary distinctions
should be avoided to minimize the number of decisions or judgement calls made by either the
taxpayer or tax administrators. Visible and open taxes should be preferred to hidden taxes so
that people understand the impact of the tax.

-
The distinction between qualifying "expansion" equipment and non-qualifying
"replacement" equipment can be difficult for businesses to make. Although the statute
explicitly prohibits refunds for replacement equipment perfonning substantially the same
function in an existing facility, this provision is not nearly as straightforward as it sounds.
The Department of Revenue has had to adopt numerous definitions and policies in order to
administer the exemption in a consistent manner. In 1993 the legislature amended the
defInition of capital equipment to include defInitions of such terms as "replacement,"
"facility," "function," and "expansion."3 However, the statutory defInitions themselves are
not precise enough to be easily applied to particular circumstances and production activities.

The exclusion of contractor-installed equipment creates hardships for many businesses.
Entering into lump-sum construction contracts covering materials and labor is a common
practice on major projects. This arrangement signifIcantly complicates taxpayer compliance.
Because of the requirement that exempt capital equipment must be "used by the purchaser,"
no refund is allowed in cases where equipment has been purchased and installed by a

3Minn. Stat. § 297A.01, subd. 16. For the most part, the 1993 legislation codified what had
been Department of Revenue policy.

" .
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contractor.4 These circumstances have caused many refund denials. Besides creating
difficulties for business, the exclusion also violates the efficiency principle since it
discriminates against businesses based on their method of acquiring equipment

Due to pyramiding, a tax on capital equipment is a hidden tax. As stated earlier, a sales
tax on business inputs is often incorporated into higher prices for fmal goods or in lower
wages paid to labor. These hidden or indirect taxes make it hard to determine the total tax
paid on different goods. Pyramiding also results in a hidden tax on products such as food,
the fmal sales of which are exempt from sales tax. This hidden tax thwarts the legislature's
purposes in exempting sales of these products from taxation.

Ease of Administration

A tax should be easy for the government to administer and for taxpayers to comply with.

The costs associated with tax administration or compliance impose a "deadweight loss" on the
economy. Money spent on administration diminishes the amount of goods and services the
government could otherwise deliver. Compliance costs reduce the amount that businesses
have for wages or investment. Minimizing these costs will increase the total production of
both the public and private sectors.

The Department of Revenue spends considerable time and resources administering the
capital equipment exemption. Many administrative difficulties are related to the problems
faced by taxpayers. The fact that production activities involve a great number of different
products and procedures means the department often must administer the program on a case
by-case basis while, at the same time, remaining consistent with the law's overall
requirements. Department policies are also under constant review to. respond to new
technologies and changing industrial practices. Clearly, the current capital equipment
program takes up a significant share of departmental resources.

4In most states, sales to contractors of supplies,
materials, and equipment· are generally considered final retail
sales, and contractors are liable for any sales or use tax which
may be due. The tax paid typically becomes part of the
contractor's overnead.



Businesses also spend considerable time and resources in complying with the capital
equipment exemption. The complexity of the current law, and the need for supporting
documentation when applying for the exemption imposes costs on businesses as well as the
Department of Revenue. In addition a business must expend resources when it chooses to go
through the appeals process.
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The refund process significantly increases taxpayer compliance costs. The department has
recently implemented a 30-day turnaround time for processing refund claims, generally
eliminating the months-long delays which many businesses experienced in the past
Nevertheless, requiring the tax to be paid and then issuing a refund is time consuming for
businesses. The costs associated with this exemption would be reduced if the exemption was
available at time of purchase.

Revenue Adequacy

A tax should provide adequate revenues. An ideal tax would provide stable revenues
that grow with increases in the size of the economy.

The basic reason the state imposes taxes is to raise revenues to fund public services. In an
ideal world, the revenue raised by the tax would be stable, varying little over the business
cycle. Stable revenues help in the government's planning and budgeting. Revenue should
also keep pace with the growth in the economy. If revenues lag, the state must either
increase tax rates or provide fewer public services relative to the size of the economy.

Taxation of capital equipment may increase variations in sales tax revenue over the
course of a business cycle. Firms tend to delay capital investment during recessions and
make capital investments during expansion periods. Therefore, the taxation of capital
equipment may increase the relative decline in sales tax revenue during economic downturns,
and increase the relative growth of revenue during expansions.

A broader sales tax base would allow sales tax revenue to keep pace with general
economic growth. People consume different things as their income changes. For instance,
people with higher incomes are more likely to hire a personal trainer, use a fmancial planner
or buy expensive clothing. A broader tax base, that includes more items of personal
consumption, will help sales tax revenue keep pace with general economic growth.
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History and Purpose of the Capital Equipment Exemption

Legislative History

The Minnesota sales tax was adopted in 1967. The sales tax applied to business purchases of
equipment and supplies and did not contain an exemption for capital equipment.

The legislature enacted the capital equipment sales tax refund in 1984 to encourage
construction of new and expansion of existing manufacturing plants.s The Ford Motor
Company, which was considering an expansion of its St. Paul plant at that time, initially
proposed the exemption.

The 1984 legislation provided for a 2 percent refund of the then 6 percent sales tax rate on
purchases of qualifying equipment. Qualifying capital equipment was defmed as (1)
equipment used for manufacturing, fabricating or refIning a product for sale at retail and (2)
used for the establishment of a new or physical expansion of an existing facility. Equipment
used to extract, receive or store raw materials was specifIcally excluded from the refund.
This new, partial "exemption" was not like the other sales tax exemptions. In the case of
capital equipment, the buyer paid the tax at the time of purchase and applied to the
Department of Revenue for a refund of the tax paid.

The distressed counties refund was enacted in the 1985 fIrst special session.6 The legislature
enacted the distressed county refund principally to encourage paper plant expansions in
northern Minnesota and to stimulate economic growth in areas of the state with high
unemployment. The law provided a complete sales tax refund for capital equipment totaling
over $100,000, if put in service in connection with a new manufactUring facility or expansion
of an existing facility within designated distressed counties. An expansion qualifIed if it
resulted in at least a 20 percent expansion in production capacity or if total capital investment
in a one year period exceeded $25 million. In the years the program was in effect (1985 to
1991), between 30 and 40 counties were designated each year as "distressed" by the
Commissioner of Trade and Economic Development.

SSee Appendix A for a chronology with effective dates.

61985 Minn. Laws, 1st Sp. Sess. chap. 14, art. 8 § 18, codified as Minn. Stat § 297A.257.



Several major amendments were made to these two statutes. In 1986, a subdivision was
added to the distressed county statute which provided a refund of sales tax for construction
materials to construct a new or to expand an existing manufacturing facility within a
distressed county, if total capital investment over a three year period exceeded $75 million.
This law change also allowed building owners to apply for the refund when the sales tax on
construction materials was paid by a contractor or builder. An earlier Department of Revenue
interpretation of the refund program had held contractor or builder purchased equipment did
not qualify for the refund.
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In 1987, the legislature added the "taconite tax relief area" to the distressed county statute
(effective July 1, 1987). This added additional counties or portions of counties to the areas
qualifying for refunds.

The most significant change occurred in the 1989 special session, when the legislature
changed the tax incentive from a partial exemption of 2 percent to a complete exemption.
The refund process, however, remained in place.

During the 1990 session, mining and quarrying were added to the list of qualifying activities.

The 1993 legislature amended the statute to include most of the language that the Department
of Revenue had proposed as an administrative rule in the fall of 1992 and later withdrawn
from the rulemaking process. (See the description below under Administrative Rulemaldng.)
Replacement equipment for mlning or production of taconite was also exempted during this
session. The amendments dermed on-line computer data services as a qualifying production
activity.

Court Cases

To date, five court decisions have construed the capital equipment exemption:'

• Color Ad Packaging, Inc. v; Commissioner ofRevenue
• West Publishing Company v. Commissioner ofRevenue
• Cowles Media Inc. v. Commissioner ofRevenue
• Northern States Power Company v. Commissioner ofRevenue
• Potlatch Corp. v. Commissioner ofRevenue

In Color Ad, a printing company's refund claim was denied on the basis that the purchases
were made before the effective date of the refund provisions. The tax court, however, found
in favor of taxpayer, and the decision was affirmed by the Minnesota Supreme Court.

In West Publishing, West purchased computer equipment for expansion of its WESTLAW
computerized legal research service and applied for a sales tax refund. The department
denied the claim on the grounds that West was not manufacturing tangible personal property

7See Appendix A for a chronology of the court cases that includes dates and specific citations.
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with the purchased equipment. The tax court found for West; the Supreme Court affirmed in
an evenly split (3-3) decision with no written opinion.

Cowles Media involved the issue of replacement equipment. The Minneapolis Star Tribune
Company purchased equipment to use in printing its newspaper. The commissioner denied
part of the refund claim because he considered the equipment to be replacement equipment,
which is not eligible for a refund. The tax court held that the equipment that replaced
existing equipment did not qualify as an expansion. Cowles did not appeal.

The replacement issue was revisited in the Northern States Power case. In this case, NSP
purchased equipment to generate electricity in its Riverside and Blackdog plants and then
applied for a refund of the sales tax paid on the equipment. The department denied the claim
on the grounds the equipment replaced equipment performing substantially the same function
in an existing facility. The tax court held for NSP. The Minnesota Supreme Court affmned
the tax court decision, holding that the new equipment expanded the production capacity of
the facilities, even though it replaced old equipment performing the same function. In other
words, replacement equipment could qualify for the capital equipment sales tax refund if it
significantly expanded production capacity.

In Potlatch, the sole issue before the tax court was whether the capital equipment refund
should 'be computed at 2 percent or the entire 6 percent tax rate. The Court had to interpret
the 1989 law change providing that the 6 percent refund was applicable to sales after '
September 30, 1989, but that it did not apply to sales made under bona fide contracts that
were enforceable before October 1, 1989. Most of the taxpayer's purchase orders were
entered into before October 1, 1989. The tax court found that the taxpayer's contracts were
enforceable before the effective date and thus not eligible for the 6 percent refund. Potlatch
did not appeal.

The case of Donaldson Corporation v. Commissioner ofRevenue is currently pending before
the Minnesota Tax Court. The main issue in this case is whether the purchased equipment is
replacement equipment

Administrative Rulemaking

The Departmenfs Proposed Rule

The Department of Revenue first issued a fact sheet in July 1984 indicating its position on the
, capital equipment exemption statute. The process of developing the administrative rule
started in the fall of 1989 when the Department of Revenue began rewriting all of the sales
tax rules.8 On January 16, 1990, the State Register published a Notice of Intent to Solicit
Outside Opinion regarding the taxation of capital equipment

8See Appendix A for a chronology with specific dates.



On January 8, 1991, the department informally circulated an initial draft of the proposed
capital equipment rule. Several companies and individuals responded to the department's
request for comments. Members of the Minnesota Bar Association's Sales and Use Tax
Subcommittee drafted a number of individual comments which were sent to the department
by Subcommittee Chairperson, Jerome Geis, with his summary dated February 4, 1991.

On September 8, 1992, the State Register published the fmal proposed rule, along with a
notice of hearing. The hearing was held October 15, 1992 at the Department of Revenue
with administrative law judge, Jon Lunde, presiding. This hearing consisted mainly of
testimony by interested parties, such as the Tax Section of the Minnesota Bar Association,
various tax attorneys and accountants, and persons representing individual taxpayers in
different industries. Based on this testimony, the rule-making record (proposed rule,
statement of need and reasonableness, various correspondence relating to the proposed rule),
..md applicable statutory and case law, the judge issued his fmdings on December 30, 1992.
Chief administration law judge William Brown approved and issued the fmal report on
December 31, 1992.
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Administrative Law Judge (AU) Ruling

The administrative law judge's report found a number of provisions of the proposed capital
equipment exemption rule to be in substantial violation of the law, and therefore defective.
The defects he found related to:

• ,the department's position regarding what "used in manufacturing..." means;

• the treatment of legally required pollution control equipment, and safety devices
and environmental control devices;

• the defmition of "product" which the ALJ concluded must include intangible
manufactured products;

• what "the replacement of equipment performing substantially the same function"
means; and

• the defmition of "replacement parts."

Two of the fmdings related only to whether the portion of the rule was needed and
reasonable. Judge Lunde found that including logging in the list of non-manufacturing
businesses was not reasonable. He also found that excluding all foundations from the
defmition of machinery and equipment was not reasonable. The ALJ's adverse fmding are
summarized in more detail in Appendix B.
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Under the administrative procedures act, defects due to substantial violations of the law must
be corrected or the rule withdrawn.9 In light of several of the report's adverse fmdings and
required modifications, which if followed could have lead to a significant fiscal loss to the
State of Minnesota, Commissioner Morris Anderson withdrew the rule and sought guidance
and clarification from the legislature. The State Register published the notice of withdrawal
February 1, 1993.

9Minnesota Rules 1400.1200, subpart 3
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Other states' taxation of capital equipment is an important factor in considering
whether Minnesota should expand its sales tax exemption for capital equipment.

The Minnesota economy is an open economy -- labor, capital, goods, and services flow freely
across its borders to and from other states. Thus, the state must compete with locations in
other states for new capital investment, as well as to retain existing facilities. Minnesota's
relative tax treatment of capital, including the sales tax on equipment, can affect its success in
this competition.

In general, capital is mobile. Land, of course, is fIxed and cannot be moved, no matter the
tax or business climate. However, the owners of other forms of capital can move to the
location that provides the highest return on investment With improvements in
communications, other technological advances, and increased transportation effIciencies the
mobility of capital is perhaps greater than ever. Businesses are more able now to locate or
relocate plants and other facilities to take advantage of production efficiencies, a better labor
force, access to markets, or a better tax climate - whatever will increase their return on
investment Economic theory and practical evidence suggests that capital investment will
move to locations that increase the return on investment

Tax factors, such the sales tax on capital equipment, can and will affect these location and
investment decisions. If Minnesota imposes a heavier burden of sales taxation on equipment
purchases than·other states, the state will be at a disadvantage in competing for capital
investment Other factors (e.g., higher quality or less expensive labor, better public capital or
services, access to markets, or other tax factors) will be needed to offset the disadvantage of
the sales tax on capital equipment

Most states exempt manufacturers' purchase$ of capital equipment from sales tax.
Minnesota's taxation of replacement equipment deviates from this practice and is
imposed at a relatively high rate of 6.5 percent.

Thirty-eight states, including Minnesota, exempt equipment purchases for new and expanding
manufacturing facilities or do not impose a sales tax. Of the 12 states that impose sales tax
on this equipment, three impose rates of 1.5 percent or less. Table 2 and the map of the
United States show the exemptions and tax rates.

1... .......
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No exemption
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For state investment credit, see Table 2,
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Thirty-five states, excluding Minnesota, exempt replacement equipment for manufacturing
facilities. Of the 14 states that impose taxes on this equipment, three "(Alabama, Mississippi,
and North Carolina) impose special low sales tax rates of 1.5 percent or less. Minnesota's
6.5 percent rate is tied with Nevada and Washington for the highest rate of tax on capital
equipment.

Of Minnesota's adjoining states, all but South Dakota exempt both new and expanding and
replacement capital equipment from the sales tax. South Dakota imposes a 4 percent sales
tax rate and has no general exemption for manufacturing capital equipment. South Dakota
does refund the sales tax on equipment and building materials for manufacturing projects with
expenditures over $60 million, and provides partial refunds for projects with expenditures
between $20 and $60 million.

Minnesota's property tax exemption for equipment does provide an advantage relative to
many states that impose a personal property tax. However, three surrounding states,
Dlinois, Wisconsin, and North Dakota, impose neither a sales nor personal property tax
on manufacturing capital equipment.

Many of the states with sales tax exemptions for manufacturing equipment impose property
taxes on this equipment. In fact, nine states impose both a personal property tax and sales tax
on capital equipment.1o Minnesota exempts manufacturing equipment and inventories from
property taxation which provides some equalization of its disadvantageous sales taxation of
equipment.

However, several of Minnesota's neighboring states provide both personal property and sales
tax exemptions for manufacturing equipment. Illinois, North Dakota, and Wisconsin have
both exemptions.l1 Although South Dakota imposes its 4 percent sales tax on capital
equipment, it exempts manufacturing equipment from property taxation and has the additional
attraction to capital of no corporate franchise or individual income taxes and a sales tax
refund for certain large projects. These neighboring states are likely to be Minnesota's
principal competitors for significant capital investment, particularly when transportation or
market access factors are important. The sales and personal property taxation are displayed in
the map of the five state area.

l°Most of these states' situations can be explained by other offsetting factors. Three states
impose their sales taxes at reduced rates (Alabama, 1.5%, Mississippi, 1.5%, and North Carolina, 1%).
California has an investment tax credit that comes close to offsetting the sales tax for businesses with
franchise tax liability. Nevada, Texas, Washington, and Wyoming impose no individual income tax.
New Mexico allows a credit against its gross receipts (sales) tax for manufacturing equipment
purchases in certain situations. Thus, Louisiana is the only state that imposes both personal property
and sales taxes on capital equipment with no readily apparent offsetting factor.

11In fact, only one other state in the nation, New York, has both exemptions.



The readily available evidence on Minnesota's tax treatment of capital equipment,
relative to other states, makes a good case for further reduction of Minnesota sales tax
of capital equipment.

To accurately detennine Minnesota's competitiveness in attracting and retaining capital
investment, one would need to compare all relevant factors that affect production costs, both
tax and nontax, across many industries and types of facilities. Such an effort is beyond the
scope of the Council's time or resources. However, a general comparison of Minnesota's tax
treatment of capital investment with other states suggests Minnesota taxes capital somewhat
more heavily than other states, particularly its surrounding states. If this is so, Minnesota will
need to rely on other factors to offset this disadvantageous tax treatment. This suggests that
Minnesota could improve its competitiveness in attracting new capital and retaining existing
investment by restructuring its tax system to shift more of the tax burden from capital to
consumption. Exempting additional capital equipment from sales taxation and offsetting the
reduction by expanding the tax to untaxed consumption would achieve this effect.12
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12The same effect could be achieved by reducing government spending on items that are not
capital in nature.



Table 2
Sales Tax Treatment of Business Equipment •• Other States

State Sales Tax Rate on
Sales Manufacturing Equipment Pollution Property Tax on Equipment

State Tax New/expand. Replace. Control Industrial Nonindustrial Business Investment Tax Credits
Rate· Equipment

Alabama 4% 1.5% 1.5% Exempt Taxable Taxable Enterprise zones

Arizona 5% Exempt. Exempt Taxable Taxable Taxable Enterprise zone; jobs credits

Arkansas 4.5% Exempt Exempt Exempt Taxable Taxable Enterprise zones

California 6% 6%(1) 6% Taxable Taxable Taxable New jobs credits; enterprise zones; general 6% investment tax
credit

Colorado 3% Exempt Exempt Taxable Taxable Taxable Enterprise zones; new bus. facility credit; research and
experimental credit

Connecticut 6% Exempt Exempt Exempt Taxable Taxable Enterprise zones; new facility credit

Florida 6% Exempt 6% Mostly taxable Taxable Taxable Enterprise zones

Georgia 4% Exempt Exempt Exempt Taxable Taxable New jobs credits in less-developed areas

Hawaii 4% 4% 4% Exempt Exempt Exempt Enterprise zones; new jobs credits

Idaho 5% Exempt Exempt Exempt if Taxable Taxable Jobs expansion and capital investment credits
required by law

Dlinois 6% Exempt Exempt Exempt Exempt Exempt Investment, new jobs, and personal property replacement credits

Indiana 5% Exempt Exempt Exempt Taxable Taxable Enterprise zones; research credit; credit for varying percentages of
Indiana gross receipts

Iowa 5% Exempt Exempt Exempt Taxable Exempt New jobs credit; seed capital credit

Kansas 4.9% Exempt Exempt Taxable Taxable Taxable Enterprise zones; venture capital and R&D credits

Kentucky 6% Exempt 6% Exempt Taxable Taxable New jobs and venture; capital credits

Louisiana 4% 4% 4% Taxable Taxable Taxable Enterprise zones; new jobs and new facility credits

Maine 6% Exempt Exempt Mostly exempt Taxable Taxable Jobs and investment credits; seed capital credit

Maryland 5% Exempt Exempt Exempt Taxable Taxable Enterprise zones

Massachusetts 5% Exempt Exempt Taxable Taxable Taxable Enterprise zones; investment tax credit for manufacturers; R&D
credit

Michigan 4% Exempt Exempt Exempt Taxable Taxable Enterprise zones; small business and central city high tech credits;
minority venture capital credit

MINNESOTA 6.5% Exempt 6.5% Taxable Exempt Exempt Enterprise zones; corporate R&D credit

Mississippi 7% 1.5% 1.5% Taxed at 1.5% Taxable Taxable Enterprise zones; jobs, R&D and corporate headquarters credit

Missouri 4.225% Exempt Exempt Exempt Taxable Taxable Enterprise zones; new bus. facility credit; seed capital credit

Nebraska 5% Exempt 5% Exempt Taxable Taxable Employment expansion and investment credits

Nevada 6.5% 6.5% 6.5% Taxable Taxable Taxable None

New Jersey 6% Exempt Exempt Exempt Taxable Taxable Urban enterprise zones; urban development zones



State Sales Tax Rate on
Sales Manufacturing Equipment Pollution Property Tax on Equipment

State Tax New/expand. Replace. Control
Industrial Nonindustrial Business Investment Tax Credits

Rate- Equipment

New Mexico 5% Taxable Taxable Taxable Taxable Taxable Credits for sales tax on mfg. equipment under certain conditions

New York 4% Exempt Exempt Taxable Exempt Exempt Business facility, investment, and employment expansion credits;
economic development zones; credit for sales tax paid on pollution
control equipment

North Carolina 4% 1% 1% Taxed at 1%(2) Taxable Taxable North Carolina enterprise credit; new jobs in distressed counties
credit

North Dakota 5% Exempt Mostly Taxable Exempt Exempt New industries credit; research experimental expenditure credits
exempt

Ohio 5% Exempt Exempt Exempt Taxable Taxable Enterprise zones; urban jobs credit; rermers' property tax credit

Oklahoma 4.5% Exempt Exempt Exempt Taxable Taxable Enterprise zones; investment credit; venture capital credit

Pennsylvania 6% Exempt Exempt Exempt Taxable Taxable Economic revitalization and employment incentives credits

Rhode Island 7% Exempt Exempt Exempt Taxable Taxable Investment credit

South Carolina 5% Exempt Exempt Exempt Taxable Taxable New jobs, coIporate headquarters and infrastructure credits

South Dakota 4% 4%(3) 4%(3) Taxable Mostly exempt Exempt N/A

Tennessee 6% Exempt Exempt Taxable Taxable Taxable Industrial machinery; investment credit

Texas 6.25% Exempt(4) Exempt(4) Mostly taxable Taxable Taxable N/A

Utah 5% Exempt Exempt Exempt Taxable Taxable Enterprise zones

Vermont 5% Exempt Exempt Taxable Taxable Taxable Jobs development and new jobs credits; job development zones
credit

Virginia 3.5% Exempt Exempt Exempt Taxable Taxable Enterprise zones; telecommunications credit

Washington 6.5% 6.5% 6.5% Taxable Taxable Taxable N/A

West Virginia 6% Exempt Exempt Exempt Taxable Taxable R&D and jobs expansion credits; business investment and
corporflle relocation credits

Wisconsin 5% Exempt Exempt Exempt Mostly exempt Taxable Development zones

Wyoming 4% 4% 4% Taxable Taxable Taxable N/A

- Local Sales taxes also apply in most states.
(1) Exemption for start-up businesses.
(2) Maximum tax of $80 per piece of equipment .
(3) Refund of sales tax on equipment and construction materials is provided for projects with expenditures of $60 million or more: 67% refund for projects between $40 and $60 million; 33%

refund for projects between $20 and $40 million.
(4) Complete exemption being phased in from 1990 through 1994. State rate in 1993 is 3.125%.

Sources: Raabe, William A. and Boucher, Karen J., 1992 Multistate Corporate Tax Guide; Maxwell Macmillan. State and Local Taxes: Sales & Use Taxes (looseleaf service): Commerce
Clearing House, State Tax Review, 1993 table of state gasoline, sales, and cigarette tax rate; Federation of Tax Administrators, Sales Taxation of Services: Who Taxes What?, April 1991;
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Significant Features of Fiscal Federalism, Vol. 1, Febru8I)' 1993; information provided directly by state tax departments.
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Economic Impacts of Expanding the Sales Tax Exemption

Introduction

An important rationale for reducing the sales tax on business purChases of machinery and
equipment is to increase the level of new investment in Minnesota. Higher levels of
equipment investment are expected to expand employment, increase the value added per
worker and result in higher incomes for Minnesota residents. The higher level of economic
activity would also generate higher tax revenues for state and local governments.

In practice, no attempt is made to quantify the economic impact of tax incentive proposals on
the level of state economic activity when evaluating legislative proposals. There are several
important reasons for not estimating such feedback effects. First, there is little agreement on
the magnitude of behavioral responses by f1I1lls to tax incentives. The fundamental problem
is distinguishing between investments which would have been made otherwise and new
investments due to the incentive. Second, even if the behavioral responses to investment
incentives were known with certainty, it is extremely difficult to model the secondary effects
which spread out from the initial response to all sectors of the state's economy (the multiplier
effect), as well as to economic activity in other states. Finally, any reduction in state
revenues due to the new tax incentive would have to be paid for through increases in other
taxes or reductions in state spending. It is the combined effect of all of these changes which
has to be simulated to identify the net impact of the proposal on the state's economy and the
state budget.

While recognizing the challenges and limitations to estimating the economic impacts of tax
incentive proposals, the Advisory Council asked staff to use available state economic and
revenue forecasting models to try to measure the economic impact and revenue feedback
effects from expanding the sales tax exemption for capital equipment. A Minnesota economic
forecasting model developed by Regional Economic Models, Inc. (REM!) was used to
simulate the expected impact of a balanced budget proposal expanding the capital equipment
exemption. This model has been used by a number of state agencies over the past decade for
policy analysis.13

13The REM! model is described in detail in George I. Treyz, Regional Economic Modeling,
Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1993.



In the economic simulation the static revenue loss is offset by a general tax increase on
consumer expenditures. This is modeled as a reduction in the real purchasing power or
spendable income of Minnesota consumers. The expansion of the sales tax exemption is
modeled as an investment tax credit for qualifying equipment purchased by businesses
currently qualifying for the sales tax exemption.

The components of the expanded sales· tax exemption are described in detail in Chapter 5.
The Advisory Council recommendations include extending the exemption to (1) replacement
equipment, parts and accessories, special tooling, and replacement/enhancement software, (2)
pollution control equipment, (3) contractor purchased and installed equipment, and (4)
purchases of computers and software. These recommendations apply to purchases by
industries qualifying for the current refund program.
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The balanced budget package was incorporated into the REM! simulation model as a $150
million business cost reduction beginning in calendar year 1995 offset by an equal increase in
consumption taxes in the same year. The simulation did not attempt to model the specific
revenue-raising recommendations outlined in Chapter 5 which may differ in economic impact
from a consumption tax increase. In addition, the simulation does not attempt to adjust for
anyone-time revenue shifts or phase-in effects of beginning the exemptions on July 1,
1994.14

Methodology

The REM! model uses an input-output structure to identify the complex interactions among
Minnesota industries. Aggregate demand equations for consumption, investment, government
spending and exports from Minnesota determine overall spending on Minnesota output A
key feature of the model is a set of equations which determine the shares of Minnesota and
U.S. purchases supplied by Minnesota fIrms. These shares respond to relative business costs
in Minnesota, including the cost of capital.

The expansion of the sales tax exemption in the REM! model is treated as an investment tax
credit (ITC) which directly reduces the cost of investing in machinery and equipment If all
machinery and equipment qualified for the ITC, the effective ITC rate in the manufacturing
sector would be 6.5 percent The economic simulation uses an ITC rate of 4.63 percent
This is less than the 6.5 percent rate to account for the share of manufacturing machinery and
equipment that is not used directly in production and the portion that currently qualifies for
exemption as new or expanding equipment. (The rate was adjusted upwards to account for
several smaller pieces of the Advisory Council recommendations, e.g., software, that were not
directly related to capital spending.)

1~ estimate of the full static revenue loss of the exemption proposal for fi~al year 1995 is
$167 million, including a one-time revenue cost of $13 million.
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Because the ITC rate in the REM! model applies to all sectors, an adjustment was needed to
offset the ITC change for non-manufacturing industries. This was accomplished by increasing
the corporate tax rate in non-manufacturing sectors so that the relative cost of capital in these
sectors remained unchanged.

As mentioned earlier, the revenue increase to offset the cost of expanding the capital
equipment exemption is modeled as an across-the-board increase in taxes on consumption
expenditures. The tax increase borne by Minnesota residents enters the model as an increase
in the consumer price index which reduces consumers' spendable income. The model .
simulation compares the current-law economic forecast through 1999 with the new economic
levels after imposing the balanced budget changes. The difference in forecasts is summarized
in Table 3.

Economic Impact

The economic simulation is designed to show the private and public sector impacts of the
balanced budget package. The package is "balanced" in the sense that the static revenue
gains and losses to the state budget are equal in the initial year of the simulation. However,
the tax changes result in a shift in taxes from business purchases of capital equipment to
consumer expenditures. This shift leads to higher levels of investment in machinery and
equipment and lower levels of consumer spending in the Minnesota economy.

According to the REMI Model Simulation, the structural change in the state sales tax will
result in increased Minnesota employment, economic activity and personal income over time.
While the private sector will receive most of the economic benefits, the higher level of
economic activity will also generate a positive feedback in the form of higher state and local
tax revenues.

It is important to note that the simulation of the impact of the balanced budget package
assumes that there is no simultaneous change in the tax structures or cost of capital in other
states. If other states are lowering the cost of capital through expanded tax incentives at the
same time, the simulation would overstate the stimulative impact of the proposal.

As shown in Table 3, total employment in Minnesota is projected. to increase by 2,680 jobs in
1999 due to the tax changes. Personal income would be $169 million higher in 1999, an
increase of one-tenth of one percent over the baseline forecast

Revenue Feedback

As shown in Table 3, the increase in personal income would generate additional state
. revenues of $13 million a year by 1999. This positive feedback would offset 5 to 6 percent
of the static revenue loss from the exemption for fiscal years 1995 to 1997. Although the
additional capital equipment purchased in response to the investment incentive would not be
subject to property taxes, local governments' property and sales taxes may also increase due



to the positive economic feedback. No attempt was made to estimate any indirect impact on
local government revenues.

Calendar Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

Gross State Product $81 $155 $214 $267 $315

Personal Income $33 $ 89 $120 $147 $169
-,

State Taxes $3 $ 8 $ 10 $ 12 $ 13

Employment
Manufacturing 543 828 997 1,100 1,154
Non-manufacturing 155 872 1,184 1,393 1,526

Total New Jobs 698 1,700 2,181 2,493 2,680
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This chapter contains the Advisory Council's recommendations to the 1994 Legislature. The
recommendations are based on the Council's deliberations and public testimony presented at
the Council's hearings, written materials submitted by interested parties, and staff
presentations and analyses.

The recommendations are divided into recommendations for expanding the sales tax
exemption for capital equipment and, as required by the enabling legislation,
recommendations for provisions to offset the revenues lost by expanding the exemption. Each
recommendation contains (1) a description of the recommended changes, (2) a revenue
estimate, prepared by the Department of Revenue, and (3) a statement of the rationale for the
proposed change.

The recommendations are listed in the Council's order of priority with Recommendation 1
having the highest priority and so forth. .In addition, this chapter contains a fmal
recommendation urging a long run restructuring of the sales tax. The Council's sales tax
recommendations drafted as legislative bi111anguage are contained in Appendix G.

In making these· recommendations, the Advisory Council was guided by

~ the tax policy principles outlined in chapter 1,

~ evidence that reducing the taxation of capital is important to ensure the competitiveness of
Minnesota as a location for manufacturers as discussed in chapter 3, and

~ Department of Revenue analyses that show that reducing the sales tax on capital
equipment will stimulate economic growth and increase the overall wealth and economic
well being of Minnesotans, as described in chapter 4.



Special tooling. Special tooling which includes dies, patterns, gauges and other tooling
which have value and use only to the purchaser would qualify as capital equipment when
used in qualifying activities.

~ Be faster, more efficient or increase production capacity
~ Result in a physical expansion of the facility
~ Meet a "bright-line" test for capacity expansion
~ Replace obsolescent, damaged or worn out equipment

The Council recommends expanding the exemption to include all machinery and equipment
that is purchased to replace machinery and equipment used for a qualifying purpose. It will
no longer be necessary to determine whether the replacement equipment is performing a
substantially different function or producing a different end product. The replacement
equipment does not have to:
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Exempt replacement equipment, parts, and
accessories and convert the refund to an
exemption.
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Description of Proposal

Recommendations to Expand the Exemption

Recommendation 1:

Parts and accessories. All repair parts that are used to restore a qualifying piece of
machinery or equipment to working condition would qualify as capital equipment All
accessories added to qualifying machinery or equipment would qualify as capital equipment.
Accessories are items that work in conjunction with a piece of machinery or equipment and
that enhance the performance of the basic machine.

Software. Under current law, software which was purchased with or prior to placing
qualifying machinery or equipment into service was treated as part of the machinery or
equipment if the software was essential to control, regulate or operate the qualifying
equipment. All software purchased to replace or enhance existing software for qualifying
equipment would now qualify as capital equipment under the proposal.

Foundations and special purpose buildings. Under current law, building materials used for
foundations to support machinery are taxable, as are special purpose buildings used for
production processes. These foundations for qualifying equipment, the special purpose
buildings, and the building materials used to construct them would be exempt.
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FY 1995

FY 1996

FY 1997

Biennium

$98

$89

$94

$183

Note: The FY 1995 estimate includes a $13 million one-time cost of converting from a
refund to an exemption.

Rationale

Expanding the capital equipment exemption to replacement equipment and parts will
simplify the tax and reduce compliance and administration problems. Problems with
interpreting defInitions, such as equipment versus parts and expansion versus replacement
equipment, would be signifIcantly reduced. Eliminating these two distinctions will make the
tax easier for taxpayers to comply with and for the department to administer. This is an
important reason for expanding the exemption to replacement equipment, parts and
accessories. The distinction between equipment used in a new or expanded facility, compared
with replacement equipment is one of the most diffIcult for the department, taxpayers, and the
courts to apply. Exempting replacement equipment would eliminate the need to develop
bright line tests to distinguish replacement and expansion equipment. The expanded
exemption would generally make it easier to administer the exemption at the time of sale,
rather than a refund.

Exempting replacement equipment, parts, and accessories from sales tax would improve
efficiency. This exemption would reduce distortion in individual business production
decisions because it would remove a bias against upgrading and replacing older, less effIcient
equipment. It would also reduce the bias toward vertical integration which makes smaller
fInns less competitive with larger fInns.

Exempting replacement capital equipment will make Minnesota a more attractive
location in the competition for investment of mobile capital. Most states, including all of
Minnesota's adjoining states except South Dakota, exempt replacement capital equipment
from sales taxation. Available evidence· suggests that Minnesota's overall tax on capital is
higher than the national average. The sales tax on replacement manufacturing equipment
contributes to this higher than average capital tax. Reducing the tax will make Minnesota a
more attractive place for new investment, reinvestment, and retention of capital facilities. Not
only will new investment make Minnesota workers and businesses more productive, but it
may be essential to retain the mobile portion of Minnesota's existing business base. This
exemption will primarily benefIt Minnesota workers and consumers, since capital owners can



mostly avoid the tax· either by locating new investments outside of Minnesota or by passing it
along to consumers in higher prices or to their workers in lower wages.

The exemption would reduce the amount of hidden tax included in the price of final
consumption goods. Reducing taxes on this portion of business inputs would reduce tax
pyramiding. The horizontal equity of the sales tax would be improved slightly. In addition,
it would be easier to determine who actually pays the tax.

Converting the refund to an up-front exemption would reduce administrative and
compliance costs. The refund structure for the capital equipment exemption was a product of
legislative concerns over taxpayer application of complicated distinctions in the law
(replacement versus expansion equipment, equipment versus parts, and so forth). If these
distinctions can be eliminated, administrative and compliance cost could be saved by
providing a traditional exemption. Most of the savings would come for eliminating these
complicated and unclear legal distinctions. However, some savings will result from
eliminating the refund process. Taxpayers would be relieved of paying the tax and filing
refund applications that documented compliance with law. The Department of Revenue
would not need to process and review these applications and mail checks to taxpayers. The
department probably would need to increase its audit efforts somewhat, offsetting some of the
administrative savings.
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Exempt pollution control equipment.
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Recommendation 2:

Description of Proposal

Under this recommendation, machinery and equipment used by qualifying businesses to
eliminate, prevent or reduce air, land, or water pollution that resulted from the production
process would be treated as qualifying capital equipment Pollution control equipment would
not include buildings or structures housing such equipment or any equipment used within the
interior of any building or structure primarily for the health, comfort, and safety of the
employees. Pollution control equipment would not include equipment used to abate noise
pollution generated by the production process.

Pollution control equipment would not include equipment used to control the environment
within the manufacturing facility. Capital equipment currently includes environmental control
equipment which is used to control atmospheric conditions such as temperature, lighting and
air pressure when those conditions are essential to and are part of the production process.

Pollution control equipment will qualify as capital equipment even if it is not legally required
in order to meet federal or state environmental standards.
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Revenue Estimate

Revenue Loss in Millions

FY 1995

FY 1996

FY 1997

Biennium

Rationale

$13

$15

$17

$32
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Exempting pollution control equipment would simplify the tax and reduce compliance
and administration problems. Problems with the defInition of "equipment necessary to
production" would be reduced by this expansion. The problems with determining the tax
treatment of equipment that performs pollution control as well as other functions would be
eliminated.

Exempting pollution control equipment would encourage spending in this area. Pollution
is an externality associated with some production. Encouraging businesses to reduce pollution
output results in decreased external, social costs.

By reducing the tax on capital, the exemption will make Minnesota a more attractive
location for business investment. See the discussion under recommendation 1.

The exemption would reduce the amount of hidden tax included in the price of final
consumption goods. See the discussion under recommendation 1.

Recommendation 3:

Description of Proposal

Exempt contractor purchased and installed
equipment.

The Council recommends expanding the exemption to include qualifying machinery and
equipment, which was supplied and installed by a contractor. Under current law, qualifying
capital equipment must be purchased by a qualifying business, since the law provides that the
machinery or equipment must be used by the purchaser for a qualifying activity.

Under a "turn-key" construction contract, where the contractor both furnishes and installs the
machinery and equipment, the transaction is treated under Minnesota law as a transfer of real
property by the contractor to the manufacturer and neither the contractor nor the manufacturer
qualifies for a capital equipment refund. The law would no longer distinguish between "user"
and "purchaser" for purposes of the capital equipment exemption. The machinery or



Revenue Estimate

equipment must be used for a qualifying activity but the law would no longer look at whether
the contractor or manufacturer purchased the equipment.
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Revenue Loss in Millions

FY 1995

FY 1996

FY 1997

Biennium

Rationale

$30

$31

$32

$63
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Exempting contractor purchased and installed equipment from sales tax would improve
emciency. This exemption would reduce distortion in individual business production
decisions because it would remove a bias against different methods for purchasing equipment.
It would make smaller fInns, who may have more of a tendency toward contractor purchased
equipment, more competitive with larger fInns.

This expansion of the capital equipment exemption would simplify this portion of the tax
and reduce compliance problems. As stated earlier in the report, signifIcant confusion and
hardship have resulted from imposition of the sales tax on contractor purchased equipment
that otherwise would have qualifIed for the exemption or refund. Expanding the exemption
for these purchases would reduce some of these problems. It would eliminate the incentive
and necessity for manufacturers to structure installation and fabrication contracts in ways that
enable them to qualify as purchasers.

It should be noted that if the exemption includes these purchases, it would be more diffIcult
to administer this as an up-front sales tax exemption. This exemption would require auditing
of contractor purchases to insure that the exemption is used appropriately.

By reducing the tax on capital, the exemption will make Minnesota a more attractive
location for business investment. See the discussion under recommendation 1.

The exemption would reduce the amount of hidden tax included in the price of final
consumption goods. See the discussion under recommendation 1.
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Exempt manufacturers' purchases of
computers, peripheral equipment and
software.

Manufacturers' purchases ofcomputers, peripheral equipment and non-custom (canned)
software would be exempt This exemption would apply to non-production hardware and
software. (Production-related items are included in recommendations 1, 2, and 3.)

Revenue Estimate

Revenue Loss in Millions

Rationale

FY 1995

FY 1996

FY 1997

Biennium

$27

$31.

$35

$66

Exempting manufacturers' purchases of computers, peripheral devices, and software
used outside the production process would improve efficiency. This exemption could
reduce distortions in manufacturers' purchasing decisions by removing the current sales tax
bias which discourages upgrading and replacing older, less efficient equipment. Exempting
business inputs beyond the production process would increase economic efficiency by
minimizing interference in market or investment decisions.

Enacting a manufacturers' sales tax exemption for non-production hardware and
software would make Minnesota a more attractive location in the competition for mobile
capital. Minnesota would be one of only two states exempting computer equipment that is
not directly involved in production. Eliminating the tax should make Minnesota a more
attractive place for new investment and reinvestment in manufacturing headquarters and
ancillary facilities. It would also help retain the mobile portion of Minnesota's existing
business base. .

Expansion of the exemption would simplify the tax and reduce compliance and
administrative problems. Many computer systems are used for both production and
administrative purposes. This exemption could significantly reduce compliance and
administrative problems, as well as the expenses that go with them. It would no longer be
necessary to distinguish between production and non-qualifying uses.

The exemption would reduce the amount of hidden tax included in the price of final
consumption goods. See the discussion under recommendation 1.



Table 4
Revenue Estimate Summary for Recommendations Expanding the Exemption

(amounts in million)

The combined estimated effect of the recommendations to reduce revenues is summarized
below. These are static revenue estimates of the cost of the exemption. They do not reflect
dynamic or feedback effects as discussed in Chapter 4.
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Recommendation FY95 FY96 FY97 1996-97
Biennium

#1 Replacement equipment, etc. $98 $89 $94 $183

#2 Pollution control 13 15 17 32

#3 Contractor purchases 30 31 32 63

#4 Computer equipment 27 31 35 66

Total $168 $166 $178 $344

Recommendations for Offsetting Revenues

Recommendation 1:

Description of Proposal

Update to the 1993 federal individual and
corporate income tax rules.

In the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993, Congress enacted a number of changes to
the defInitions of federal taxable income under the individual and corporate income taxes.
Minnesota's individual income and corporate franchise taxes generally follow federal
defInitions of taxable income in determining taxable income. The Council recommends that
the legislature confonn to the federal changes adopted by Congress in 1993. No changes in
the rates or brackets of the taxes should be made.

This recommendation will both expand and narrow taxable income in a variety of ways and
modify other tax provisions, such as tax credits. The overall effect is to increase state
revenues, as detailed below. The largest effects are to increase the amount of old age,
survivors, and disability social security benefIts that is subject to tax, to extend pennanently
the limit on itemized deductions, to limit the deduction for business meals and entertainment,
to increase the amount of the earned income credit (the basis for Minnesota's Working
Family Credit), and to allow expanded expensing of business equipment. A detailed
itemization of the provisions with cost impact can be found in the Department of Revenue's
Revenue Analysis in Appendix D.
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Revenue Estimate

General Fund
Revenue Gain (Loss) in Millions

FY 1994 $(6.4)

FY 1995 35.4

Biennium $29.0

FY 1996 $37.9

FY 1997 54.5

Biennium $92.4

A detailed revenue estimate is found in Appendix D.

Rationale
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Minnesota's individual income and corporate franchise taxes are closely linked to their
counterpart federal taxes. This linkage results in dramatic reductions in compliance costs for
taxpayers and in lower administrative costs for the Department of Revenue. Since taxpayers
must bear the cost of complying with federal law, the state can lower additional state
compliance costs by closely following the federal rules. This linkage permits state taxes to be
simpler and easier to understand. The Commission encourages the legislature to continue its
recent practice of closely conforming to federal law.

Although the legislature could offset the projected increase in revenues by adjusting income
tax brackets or rates, the Council recommends that the additional revenues from federal
conformity be used to offset the reduced revenues resulting from expanding the sales tax
exemption for capital equipment.

Recommendation 2:

Description of Proposal

Impose restrictions on tax increment
financing.

The Council recommends that the legislature enact new restrictions on the use of tax
increment fmancing (TIF) to yield savings in state costs to offset, in part, the cost of
expanding the sales tax exemption for capital equipment. These new restrictions should take
two fonns: (1) limits on the creation of new economic development districts and (2)
requiring the use of surplus tax increment revenues from any existing TIP districts to
reimburse the state for the increased school aid costs from the aid fonnulas' exclusion of TIP
values.



The estimated revenue will depend upon the specific limits imposed. However, the Council
believes that the use of surplus TIP revenues to reimburse the state for its costs could save
well in excess of $10 million per year for several years.
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Rationale

The Council believes that a general exemption for purchases of manufacturing capital
equipment is a more effective way of encouraging capital investment in Minnesota than
the use of TIF. One purpose of tax increment financing is to stimulate the location of new
and expanded manufacturing facilities in Minnesota, one of the goals of an expanded sales tax
exemption for capital equipment. At least three reasons suggest the capital equipment
exemption is a more effective method of stimulating capital investment.

First, tax increment financing involves very high transaction costs, as compared with
the capital equipment exemption. Use of TIF requires city council approval. This
requires the business to spend time (and perhaps hire lawyers and lobbyists) to convince
the city that its proposal merits assistance. In addition, the complexity of TIF usually
requires employing bond lawyers, fiscal consultants, and investment bankers to design the
"deal." Some of TIF revenues also get diverted to pay for the cost of the local economic
development staff and planners. These transaction costs can absorb more than 10 percent
of the incentive provided. By contrast, the capital equipment exemption involves few, if
any, of these high transaction costs.

Second, the benefits of the sales tax exemption are limited to equipment investment
and available evidence suggests that equipment investment tends to be more mobile
and, thus, more able to locate in other states. By contrast, TIF focuses its incentives
on reducing real estate taxes and, implicitly, investment in structures. Structures are more
fixed and less mobile. Concentrating tax reductions on equipment is more likely to
increase overall capital in the state than granting expanded benefits to real estate. In
addition, some of the benefit of TIF undoubtedly "leaks" out to landowners (i.e., the
receipt of or the expectation of receiving TIP is capitalized in higher land values). Land,
of course, is the one form of captive capital. The benefits of this leakage are essentially
lost; they do not work to attract new investment.

Third, available evidence suggests that the expanded equipment investment will yield
larger productivity gains than investment in structures. Reducing taxation of this
form of capital seems more likely to yield economic benefits to the state, than TIF's focus
on the property tax on structures. In addition, TIF simply cannot be used to attract much
equipment investment by manufacturers because construction of new structures is not
involved.
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The financial structure of TIF encourages cities to spend surplus increments on activities
with low public-cost benefit ratios. The tax price to cities of spending surplus TIP revenues
can be as low as 25 percent of the nominal cost.IS This fmancial 'structure encourages cities
to spend TIP revenues on new activities, so long as the benefit to the city is higher than 25
percent of the actual cost. This is likely to lead to inefficient uses of public money. Because
of this situation, the Council believes that the legislature should require some of these
revenues to be repaid to cover school costs and to offset the state education aid. .

Recommendation 3:

Description of Proposal

Use the budget surplus to cover the phase-in
costs of expanding the exemption.

The Council recommends using the budget surplus to pay two one-time costs of expanding
the capital equipment exemption:

(1) the one-time cost of converting the refund to an exemption and

(2) the difference between the revenues raised by updating to the 1993 federal tax legislation
in fiscal years 1995 and 1996 and the amount raised in later fiscal years, after the new
income tax provisions are fully phased-in.

Revenue Estimate

Converting the refund to an exemption will result in a one-time budget cost during the
transition period until refunds for purchases made before the effective date of the exemption
have been paid. This amount is estimated to be $13 million and will be incurred in fiscal
year 1995.

Conforming to the 1993 federal tax will yield higher revenues in the 1996-97 biennium than
in 1994-95, as the federal provisions are fully phased-in. Approximately $63.4 million more
revenues will be received in 1996-97 biennium than in 1994-95 biennium.

The one-time costs to be funded through use of the surplus are summarized below.

15Put more concretely, the city has a fiscal choice of decertifying a district or spending the
money oil new activities. If it decertifies the district, 25 to 40 percent of the taxes paid by the former
TIP property would lower property taxes on other properties in the city. The rest would benefit
taxpayers outside of the city, but in the school and the county or the state budget througn the school
aid formula.



General Recommendation

The legislature and administration should explore options for exempting
business inputs from sales tax and broadening the range of final
consumption purchases subject to the sales tax.

Taxing business inputs, including capital equipment, violates most of the policy
principles outlined in chapter 1 of this report. In the long run the sales tax exemption
should be expanded to include most intermediate inputs in all sectors of business, not just
capital equipment used in manufacturing. Elimination of sales taxes on business inputs will
decrease hidden taxes, decrease revenue instability, and increase economic efficiency.
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$13.0

63.4

$76.4

Use of Surplus to Offset One-Time FY 1995
Costs

($ millions)

Conversion of refund to exemption

Federal update phase-in

Total
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Rationale

The most recent forecast of state revenues and expenditures shows a surplus after full funding
of the budget and cash flow reserve. This surplus largely results from one-time events and
should not be relied upon to fund a permanent reduction in the tax base, such as the proposed
expansions of the capital equipment exemption. However, it is appropriate to allocate this
money to one-time costs, such as the cost of converting the refund to an exemption and the
lower yield of the federal update proposal before its full effect is phased-in.

A good point to start expanding the exemption to non-manufacturers would be to
exempt computers and related equipment. Computer equipment is a good place to begin
exempting purchases by non-manufacturers for five major reasons:

• This expansion of the capital equipment exemption would simplify the tax and reduce .
compliance and administration problems. Many computer systems are used for both
production and administrative purposes. As such, this exemption could significantly
reduce compliance and administration problems, as well as the expenses that go with
them.

• All industries use computer equipment In varying degrees, all will benefit from this
exemption.
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~ Computer equipment is an important ingredient in our emerging infonnation-driven
economy. Minnesota is well positioned to benefit from the growth of information
intensive businesses because of our past experience designing, manufacturing,
programming and operating computers. This exemption complements a significant trend
in the development of our economy while building on existing expertise.

~ This exemption will give Minnesota an advantage over other states. With one exception
(Iowa), states with sales taxes tax the equipment purchases of non-manufacturers. Iowa
exempts computer equipment from its sales tax.

~ Minnesota communities, particularly those in greater Minnesota, can compete effectively
for computer intensive non-manufacturing jobs. These businesses produce some type of
service, such as data processing, fmancial management, and insurance claims processing.
They ship their "product" through the telecommunications system. The cost of doing so
is not affected by distance, especially so when compared with highway, rail, barge or air
transportation. As such, Minnesota communities can frequently compete more effecQ.vely
for these jobs than for many traditional manufacturing jobs. Furthennore, Minnesota
needs these jobs to help diversity its economic base. Exempting computeF equipment
from the sales tax may help Minnesota communities compete against other states for
computer-intensive, non-manufacturing jobs.

Broadening the base of final consumption purchases subject to sales tax supports most
of the policy principles outlined in chapter 1. Base broadening would increase horizontal
equity and economic efficiency. The ability of sales tax revenues to increase with growth in
the economy would be enhanced. Depending on options chosen· for base expansion or use of
other devices such as low income credits, the sales tax could be made less regressive and
easier to understand and administer. Alternatives for expanding the tax base to consumption
items are listed in the table in Appendix F. This. table includes revenue estimates and the
extent to which the items are taxed by other states. The Council does not recommend or
endorse any of these base broadening measures.
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Statutory Changes

July 1, 1984:

August 1, 1985:

May 1, 1986:

July 1, 1987:

October 1, 1989:

July 1, 1990:

July 1, 1991:

May 5, 1993:

Court Decisions

Sales tax rate reduced to 4 percent on new and expanded capital
equipment.

Sales tax eliminated on capital equipment purchases in excess of
$100,000 when used for new or expanding manufacturing facilities
in a distressed county.

Sales tax eliminated for building materials and supplies used to
construct or expand qualified manufacturing facilities in distressed
counties.

Distressed county provisions are extended to taconite tax relief
area.

New and expanded capital equipment became subject to total
exemption rather than partial rate reduction.

Mining and quarrying were added as qualifying activities for capital
equipment exemption purposes.

Distressed county and taconite tax relief area provisions are
repealed.

Capital equipment statute is amended to specify exemptions and
clarify definitions; established advisory council; expanded
exemption to include replacement equipment in mining and taconite
production.

Color Ad Packaging, Inc., Minnesota Tax Court, Docket No. 4738, dated 9/18/87; Minnesota
Supreme Court, 428 N.W. 2d 806, dated 9/16/88.

West Publishing Company, Minnesota Tax Court, Docket No. 5346, dated 7/11/90; Minnesota
Supreme Court, 464 N.W. 2d 512, dated 1/3/91.

Cowles Media Company, Minnesota Tax Court, Docket No. 5869, dated 5/8/92.



Potlatch Corporation, Minnesota Tax Court, Docket No. 5944, dated 3/18/93.

Northern States Power Company, Minnesota Tax Court, Docket No. 5554, dated 9/9/92,
Minnesota Supreme Court, dated 8/6/93.
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January 16, 1990:

March 20, 1990:

July 1990:

January 8, 1991:

January 
February, 1991:

September 8, 1992:

October 15, 1992

November 6, 1992:

November 13, 1992:

December 30, 1992:

December 31, 1992:

February 1, 1993:

A Notice of Intent to Solicit Outside. Opinion regarding the
taxation of capital equipment was published in the.State
Register. Deadline for comments was February 16, 1990.

Department of Revenue met with several members of the
Minnesota State Bar Association's Tax Section to discuss the
rule.

The Sales and Use Tax Subcommittee of the Minnesota State
Bar Association Tax Section submitted its written comments.

The department informally circulated an initial draft of the
proposed Capital Equipment·Rilles.

Responses to the proposed rule received by the department.

The State Register published the proposed rille, along with a
notice of hearing on the rule.

Rule hearing held at Department of Revenue, Administrative
Law Judge Jon Lunde presiding.

Deadline for public comments following hearing.

Deadline for the department's response to public comments.

Judge Lunde completed the report and submitted it to Chief
Administrative Law Judge William Brown.

Judge Brown approved Judge Lunde's fmdings and conclusions.
Department of Revenue received the report and the rule record
from the Administrative Hearings Office.

The State Register published the Notice of Withdrawal of the
Capital Equipment Rille.
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Appendix B

Summary of Adverse Findings of the Administrative Law Judge (ALJ)

This appendix summarizes the fmdings of Administrative Law Judge Jon Lunde that were
adverse to the Department of Revenue proposed administrative rule on the sales tax
exemption for capital equipment

1. Machinery and equipment used in manufacturing (fmding 21).

This fmding refers to the defmition of "machinery and equipment" (subpart 2, item A of
the rule). Judge Lunde found that the fIrst three sentences of Item A were unduly
restrictive and inconsistent with the language of the exemption statute and the court's

" holding in United Power (a Minnesota case interpreting a property tax exemption for
pollution abatement equipment and determining whether certain equipment was necessary
and integral to the production process). According to the judge, this constituted a
substantive violation of law under the Administrative Procedure Act. To correct this
defect, the department would have had to amend the rule to reflect the scope of the
exemption statute and the holding in United Power, 483 N.W. 2d 74, 1992. Judge Lunde
suggested that the department include language specifying that machinery and equipment
includes "devices reasonably necessary to carry out the purpose of the exempt device."

2. Logging (fmding 26).

This fmding concluded that the Department had failed to establish the need and
reasonableness of subpart 2, item C of the proposed rule which states that logging is not a
manufacturing business. To correct this defect, the word "logging" would have had to be
deleted from the exclusionary language in item C.

3. Pollution control (fmding 35).

Finding 35 concluded that disallowing an exemption for legally required pollution control
equipment is inconsistent with the governing statutes (thus a substantive violation of the
law) and was not shown to be necessary and reasonable. To correct this defect, the rule
would have had to be amended to recognize an exemption for pollution control
equipment.

4. Safety devices and environmental control devices (fInding 40).

This fmding is similar to number 35, except it requires recognition of legally required
safety devices, including legally required environmental control devices. The ALI found
this to be a substantive violation of law.

5. Foundations (fmding 45).

This fmding refers to subpart 2, item A, subitem 2 of the proposed rule, which excluded
"foundations." Judge Lunde was persuaded that the department had failed to establish the
need and reasonableness of excluding all foundations from the exemption. To correct this
defect, the department's rule would have had to be amended to recognize foundations that



are an integral part of manufacturing, or reasonably necessary to carry out the qualifying
process.

6. Product (fmding 56).

This fmding concluded that subpart 2, item I of the proposed rule, which defined product
to mean tangible personal property, electricity or steam, was "inappropriate and at
variance with the statute." The ALJ found the reasoning and authority cited by the tax
court in the West Publishing case persuasive. He defined the word "product" as well as
"raw materials." Based on the West decision and his defmitions of product and raw
materials, he found the proposed defmition of "product" constituted a "substantive
violation of the law." To correct this defect, the defmition would have had to be
amended to include both tangible and intangible products.
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7. Replacement of equipment performing substantially the same function in an existing
facility (fmding 92).

Number 92 found that the department's interpretation of the statutory language prohibiting
refunds for "machinery or equipment purchased or leased to replace machinery or
equipment performing substantially the same function in an existing facility", to be
inconsistent with the statute and unreasonably narrow. Judge Lunde found that
"replacement" equipment which also expanded productivity should qualify· for a refund.
To correct this substantive violation, language would have to be amended by changing it
to include the following criteria:

1) the same or similar end product is being produced;

2) the new machinery or equipment increase plant production or capacity or are capable
of performing faster or more efficiently than the machinery or equipment superseded,

3) the superseded machinery and equipment was depleted, worn out, old, or inoperable,
and

4) the machinery or equipment was purchased or leased primarily for expansion or
replacement.

Under these criteria, the department would have to make a case-by-case evaluation of an
equipment purchase and decide whether the equipment was acquired for replacement or
expansion purposes. According to the AU, only equipment that replaces similar
equipment because of damage, obsolescence, or ordinary wear and tear can
automatically be excluded from the· exemption.

8. Replacement Parts (fmding 94).

Number 94 found that the sentence "Replacement parts are those which upgrade or
modernize machinery or equipment" to be inconsistent with the exemption statute.
Replacement parts should refer to the replacement of old, worn out or defective parts.
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Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1982, section 297A.Ol, is amended by adding a subdivision to read:

Subd. 16. CAPITAL EQUIPMENT. Capital equipment means machinery and equipment and~
materials and supplies necessary to construct.Q! install the machinery or equipment To qualify under this

definition the capital equipment must be used J2y the purchaser or lessee for manufacturing. fabricating•.Q!
refining! product to be sold at retail and must be used for the establishment of ! ~.Q! the physical expansion

ofm! existing manufacturing. fabricating. or refming facility in the state. Capital equipment does not include ill
machinery or equipment purchased or leased to replace machinery or equipment perfonning substantially the

~ function in !!! existing facility. ill repair .Q! replacement parts•.Q!ill machinery or equipment used to
extract. receive. or ~!ID?L materials.

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1983 Supplement, section 297A.02, subdivision 2, is amended to read:

Subd. 2. ~ARM MACIHNERY AND EQUIPMENT. Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivision I,

the rate of the excise tax imposed upon sales of fann machinery shalllle~~ tooling. and capital equipment
is four percent.

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1982, section 297A.15, is amended by adding a subdivision to read:

Subd. 5. REFUND; APPROPRIATION. Notwithstanding the provisions of section 297A.02. subdivision

b the tax Q!!. sales of capital equipment shall be imposed and collected as if the .!Jlli:. under section 297A.02.
subdivision L. applied. Upon application J2y the purchaser. on fonns prescribed J2y the commissioner.! refund

equal to the reduction in the tax due~ ! result of the application of the rates under section 297A.02. subdivision
b shall be.mlli!.!Q the purchaser. The application shall include information necessary for the commissioner
initially to~ that the purchases qualified as capital equipment under section 297A.02. subdivision 2. No
~ than two applications for refunds may be filed under this subdivision in a calendar year. Unless otherwise

specifically provided J2y this subdivision. the provisions of section 297A.34 !PP!Y.!Q the refunds payable under
this subdivision. There is annually appropriated to the commissioner of revenue the amount required to make the

refunds.



Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1988, section 297A.15, subdivision 5, is amended to read:

Subd. 2. MACIHNERY AND EQUIPMENT. Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivision I, the rate

of the excise tax imposed upon sales of special tooling, and Gapital equiJ>meat is four percent and upon sales of

farm machinery is two percent.

Subd. 5. REFUND; APPROPRIATION. Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 291A.OO,
sHbElPAsisR 2 297A.25, subdivision~ and 297A.257 the tax on sales of capital equipment, and construction
materials and supplies under section· 297A.257, shall be imposed and collected as if the rate under section

297A.02. subdivision I, applied Upon application by the purchaser, on forms prescribed by the commissioner, a
refund equal to the reduction in the tax due as a result of the application of the Fates BRder seGtiaR 291A.OO.

saMivisiea 2, ar the exemption under the section 297A.25, subdivision~Q! 297A.257 shall be paid to the
purchaser. In the case of building materials qualifying under section 297A.257 where the tax was paid by a

contractor, application must be made by the owner for the sales tax paid by all the contractors, subcontractors,
and builders for the project. The application must include sufficient information to permit the commissioner to

verify the sales tax paid for the project. The application shall include information necessary for the
commissioner initially to verify that the purchases qualified as capital equipment under section 291A.02.

sHbElPAsisR 2 297A.25, subdivision~ or capital equipment or construction materials and supplies under section
297A.257. No more than two applications for refunds may be flIed under this subdivision in a calendar year.
.Unless otherwise specifically provided by this subdivision, the provisions of section 297A.34 apply to the refunds
payable under this subdivision. There is annually appropriated to the commissioner of revenue the amount
required to make the refunds.

The amount to be refunded shall bear interest at the rate in section 270.76 from the date the refund claim
is flIed with the commissioner.
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1989 Legislation

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1988, section 297A.02, subdivision 2, is amended to read:

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1988, section 297A.25, is amended by adding a subdivision to read:

SuM 42. CAPITAL EQUIPMENT. The gross receipts from the sale of capital equipment are exempt.
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Appendix D
Revenue Analysis of Federal Update

INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX
CORPORATE FRANCHISE TAX
FEDERAL UPDATE - FULL

General Fund
Revenue Gain or (Loss):

January 20, 1994

Department of Revenue
Analysis of Update of Reference

to the Internal Revenue Code

F.Y.1994:
F.Y.1995:
Biennium:

F.Y.1996:
F.Y.1997:
Biennium:

$ (6.4)
35.4

$ 29.0

$ 37.9
54.5

$ 92.4

Million
Million
Million

Million
Million
Million

REVENUE ANALYSIS SUMMARY

Full Update to Federal Taxable Income and Earned .Income Credit

The following p-rovisions would be adopted by updating the reference to the Internal Revenue Code for the
definition of feoeral taxable income and for tlie workirig family credit to include the changes made l>.Y the
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993. The estimates assume that the provisions would be effective
the same time that they are federally, including retroactivity.

FY 1994 FY 1995 FY 1996 FY 1997
(Amounts in MillIons)

I. Revenue-Raising Provisions

A. Individual Income Tax

1. Pennanently extend itemized deductible
limitation scheduled to expire (1/1/96) $0.0 $0.0 $7.2 $15.4

2. Pennanently extend personal exemption
phaseout scheduled to expire (1/1/97) 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.2

3. Reduce deduction of business meals and
entertainment from 80% to 50% (1/1/94)

Individual 3.0 6.1 7.0 7.4
Corporate 2.7 5.5 6.4 6.7

4. No deduction for club dues (1/1/94)
Individual 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.4
Corporate 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.5

5. No deduction for certain executive pay
over $1 million (1/1/94)

Corporate 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2
6. Reduce maximum compensation for contribu-

tions to qualified retirement plans (1/1/94) 0.7 2.4 2.8 2.9
7. Limit and modify moving expense

deduction (1/1/94) 0.6 2.0 2.5 2.7
8. Increase taxable portion of social security

using a two-tier system (1/1/94) (TY 94
impact assumed to occur in FY 95) 0.0 28.5 22.3 24.6
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Department of Revenue January 20, 1994
Analysis of Update of Reference

to the Internal Revenue Code
Page two

FY 1994 FY 1995 FY 1996 FY 1997
(Amounts in Millions)

B. Provisions Affecting Business

1. No deduction for certain lobbying expenses
(expenses after 12/31/93)

Individual Min. 0.1 0.1 0.1
COlpOrate 0.2 -0.4 0.4 0.5

2. Require mark.-to-market method for dealers
in securities (tax years ending on or
after 12/31/93)

Individual 0.9 0.7 0.9 0.9
COlpOrate 2.2 1.6 2.1 2.2

3. Prohibit double-dip related to FSLIC
assistance (3/4/91)

COlpOrate 1.0 0.2 0.1 0.7
4. Repeal stock-for-debt exception to Sec. 108

(stock transferred after 1/1/95)
ColpOrate 0.0 Min. 0.2 0.3

5: Add passive losses to tax attributes reduced
by discharge of indebtedness (1/1/94)

Individual Min. 0.2 0.4 0.7
6. Modify earnings stripping, portfolio interest,

and conduit rules (tax years beginning after
12/31/93, with some exceptions)

COlpOrate 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3
7. Repeal deferral for excessive accumulated

foreign earnings (tax years beginning
after 9/30/93)

COlpOrate Min. Min. Min. Min.
8. Treatment of exports of unprocessed softwood

timber (transactions after 8/10/93)
COlpOrate Min. Min. Min. Min.

9. Amortization of acquired intangible assets .
(acquired after 8/10/93)

Individual 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3
COlpOrate Min. 0.7 1.4 2.0

10. No business travel deduction for spouse
and dependents (1/1/94)

Individual Min. 0.1 0.1 0.1
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Department of Revenue January 20, 1994
Analysis of Update of Reference

to the Internal Revenue Code
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FY 1994 FY 1995 FY 1996 FY 1997
(Amounts in Millions)

II. Investment and Training Provisions

A. Education and Training
1. Extend exclusion of employer-provided

educational assistance (7/1/92-12/31/94)
Individual $(2.7) $(1.8) $0.0 $0.0

B. Investment Incentives
1. Targeted capital gains incentives for

investment in small business (8/10/93)
Individual (0.1) (0.4) (0.7) (1.0) .

2. Elimination of ACE depreciation adjustment
(property placed in selVice after 12/31/93)
. Corporate (0.4) (1.4) (1.9) (1.8)

3. Increase Sec. 179 expensing from $10,000 to
$17,500 (tax years beginning after 12/31/92)

Individual (7.8) (2.5) (2.6) (1.7)
Corporate (4.3) (1.4) (1.4) (0.9)

4. Exempt qualified small-issue manufacturing
bonds (IDBs) permanently (7/1/92)

Individual (Min.) (0.1) (0.2) (0.2)

C. Expansion and Simplification of Earned Income
Tax Credit (1/1/94) 0.0 (4.5) (8.8) (12.3)

D. Real Estate Investment Provisions
1. Extend mortgage revenue bonds permanently

(7/1/92)
Individual (0.2) (0.4) (0.7) (0.9)

2. Passive loss relief for real estate
professionals (1/1/94)

Individual (1.0) (2.2) (2.3) (2.5)
Corporate (0.1) (0.1) (0.2) (0.2)

3. Facilitate pension investments in real
estate (1/1/94)

Corporate (UBIT) (0.1) (0.2) (0.2) (0.2)
4. Treatment of real property indebtedness

of individuals (1/1/93) (0.7) (0.4) (0.4) (0.2)
5. Increase recovery period for nonresidential

real property from 31.5 to 39 years (property
placed in selVice on or after 5/13/93)

Individual 0.1 0.3 0.6 1.1
Corporate 0.2 0.7 1.4 2.4



E. Other Provisions

1. Extend AMT treatment of charitable gifts of
appreciated property pennanently (7/1/92 for
tangible personal property; 1/1/93 for all
property

'~ Individual $(0.3) $(0.2) $(0.2) , $(0.2)
Corporate (Min.) (Min.) (Min.) (Min.)

2. Extend 25% deduction for self-employed
health insurance (7/1/92 - 12/31/92)* (1.1) 0.0 0.0 0.0

3. Involuntary conversion for principal
residence in Presidentially-dec1ared
disaster areas (9/1/91) (Min.) (Min.) (Min.) (Min.)

F. Empowennent Zones and Enterprise Communities

1. Additional $20,000 of Sec. 179 expensing
(1/1/94) - Individual and Corporate (Min.) (Min.) (Min.) (Min.)

Subtotals
Individual $(8.3) $28.5 $28.6 $41.8
Corporate ---.L2 ~ --2:1 12.7

Total $(6.4) $35.4 $37.9 $54.5

* Although the federal bill extended the deduction to December 31, 1993, no Minnesota impact for
1993 because, beginning with tax year 1993, Minnesota allows 100 percent to be deducted.
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January 20, 1994

FY 1994 FY 1995 FY 1996 FY 1997
(Amounts in Minions)
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Sec. 49. [ADVISORY COUNCll..; SALES TAX ON CAPITAL EQUIPMENT.]
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Subdivision 1. [CREATION; MEMBERSIUP.] (a) A state advisory council is established to study the
sales tax exemption for capital equipment under Minnesota Statutes 1992. sections 297A.01. subdivision 16. and

297A.25. subdivision 42. and to make recommendations to the 1994 legislature. The study shall be completed
and findings reported to the legislatUre by February 1, 1994.

(b) The advisory council consists of 15 members who serve at the pleasure oTlhe appointing authority as
follows:

(1) six legislators; three members of the senate. including one member of the minority party. appointed by the
subcommittee on committees of the committee on rules and administration and three members of the house of

representatives. including one member of the minority party. appointed by the speaker;

(2) the commissioner of revenue or the commissioner's designee; and

(3) eight members of the public; two appointed by the subcommittee on committees ofthe committee on

rules and administration of the senate. two appointed by the speaker of the house. and four appointed by the

governor.

SuM. 2. [SCOPE OF THE STUDY.] (a) In'preparing the study. the advisory council shall examine. at

least. the following:

(1) an overview of the purpose. intent, and application of the provisions of the present exemption. including

the department of revenue's experience in interpreting and administering the provisions and the impact of the

exemption on state tax collections;

(2) appropriate tax policy goals for the exemption of capital equipment from the sales taxi

(3) the effect of the exemption in encouraging new investment. increases in economic activity. and creation of

new jobs in Minnesota or other appropriate economic development goals;

. (4) analyses of alternative versions of the exemption. either expanding or narrowing it and specifically

including the expansions contained in the administrative law judge's report, that will further the tax policy and

economic development goals developed under clauses (2) and <3>. In analyzing alternatives. the advisory council

must consider alternatives that expand the exemption and offset the reduction in state and local sales tax
revenues by expanding the sales tax base to include final consumption items that are now exempt from taxation.



SuM. 3. [STAFF.] The department of revenue and legislative staff shall provide administrative and staff

assistance when requested by the advisory council.

(b) The advisory council's report to the legislature must include recommendations for modifying the
exemption in light of the tax policy and economic development goals. The recommendations must not provide
for increasing or decreasing state revenues relative to the revenue department's estimates of the effect of
applying the department's interpretations of present law. If the report recommends expanding the exemption, it
.must include recommendations to expand the tax base to offset the resulting loss of state and local revenues.

SuM. 4. [COOPERATION BY OTHER AGENCIES.] The commissioners of the department of trade and
economic development, the department of labor and industry, the department of jobs and training, and the

pollution control agency shall. upon request by the advisory council, provide data or other information that is
collected or possessed by their agencies and that is necessary or useful in conducting the study and preparing the
report required by this section,
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Appendix F

Sales Tax Base Expansion Options .'

Revenue &timates '
(m millions) Distributional Number of Surrounding

Base Expausion Option FY95 FY96 FY97 Effect states with tax· states with tax··
Oothing and wearing apparel $257 $277 $295 decrease 40 4

regressivity

Highway fuels 171 170 169 neutral 5 0

Residential construction services 133 136 139 decrease 10 2
regressivity 13 (repairs)

Home heating fuels 92 98 105 increase 17 1
regressivity

Motor vehicle repair services 72 77 82 neutral 21 3

Personal services 39 42 45 neutral 3 1

Newspapers, magazine 44 45 47 neutral ? o(newspapers)
subscriptions, and textbooks 3 (magazines)

Residential sewer and water 40 40 41 increase 11 (water) 2 (water)
services regressivity 7 (sewer) o(sewer)

General repair services 26 27 29 neutral 23 3

On-line computer services 0.3 0.3 0.3 unclear 13 1

* 46 states including the District of Columbia impose sales taxes (Source: Federation of Tax Administrators, Sales Tax on
Services (April, 1991).

** The four surrounding states are Iowa, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wisconsin.
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Appendix G

Advisory Council's Legislative Bill Language

1 Sec •••• Minnesota Statutes 1993 Supplement, section

2 297A.Ol, subdivision 16, is amended to read:

Febrwuy 1994
Page 57

3 Subd. 16. [CAPITAL EQUIPMENT.] (a) Capital equipment means

4 machinery and equipment 8ne-~he-m8~er~8:s-8ne-sapp:~es-neeess8ry

5 ~e-eens~rae~-er-~ns~8::-~he-m8eh~nery-er-eqa~pmen~~--~e-qa8:~£Y

6 aneer-~h~s-ee£~n~~~en-~he-e8p~e8:-eqa~pmen~-mas~-be purchased or

7 leased for use in this state and used by-~he-pareh8ser-er-:essee

8 primarily for manufacturing, fabricating, mining, qa8rry~ng7 or

9 refining tangible personal propertY7 to be sold ultimately at

10 retail and for electronically transmitting results retrieved by

11 a customer of an on-line computerized data retrieval system7-er

12 £er-~he-gener8~~en-e£~e:ee~r±e~~y-er-s~e8m7-~e-be-se:e-8~-re~8±:

13 8ne-mas~-be-asee-£er-~he-es~8b:~shmen~-e£-8-new-er-~he-phys~e8:

14 exp8ns~en-e£-8n-ex~s~±ng-m8na£8e~ar~ng7-£8br±e8~~ng7-m~n±ng7

15 qa8rry~ng7-er-re£±n~ng-£8e~:±~y~~n-~he-s~8~e~--Per-parpeses-e£

16 ~h~s-sabe~v~s±en7-~m±n~ng~-±ne:aees-pe8~-m~n±ng7-8ne-~en-:~ne

17 eempa~er±zee-e8~8-re~r~ev8:-sys~em~-re£ers-~e-8-sys~em-whese

18 eama:8~±en-e£-~n£erm8~~en-~s-eqa8:%Y-8V8~:8b:e-8ne-8eeess~b:e-~e

19 8::-±~s-eas~emers.

20 (b) Capital equipment includes all machinery and equipment

21 that is essential to the integrated production process. Capital

22 equipment includes, but is not limited to:

23 (1) pollution control equipment:

24 (2) equipment and devices used or required to operate,

1



1 control or regulate the production equipment, including

2 computers and computer software, together with all repair and

3 replacement parts, whether purchased separately or in

4 conjunction with the machine and regardless of whether the

5 machine or component parts are assembled by the taxpayer or

6 another party;

7 (3) machinery and equipment used for research and

8 development, design, quality control and testing activities;

9 (4) environmental control devices that are used to maintain

10 conditions such as temperature, humidity, light, or air pressure

11 when those conditions are essential to and part of the

12 production process; or

13 (5) materials and supplies necessary to construct and

14 install machinery or equipment.

15 i£l Capital equipment does not include the following:

16 (1) mach~fter!-er-eq~~pmeft~-p~rchased-er-~eased-~e-rep~ace

17 mach~fter!-er-eq~~pmeft~-per£erm~ftg-s~bs~aft~~a~~!-~he-same

18 £~ftc~~eft-~ft-aft-ex~s~~ftg-£ac~~~~!motor vehicles taxed under

19 chapter 297B;

20 (2) repa~r-er-rep~acemeft~-par~S7-~ftC~~d~ftg-accesser~es7

21 whe~her-p~rchased-as-spare-par~s7-repa~r-par~s7-er-as-~pgrades

22 er-med~£~Ca~~eftS7-aftd-whe~her-p~rchased-be£ere-er-a£~er-~he

23 mach~fter!-er-eq~~pmeft~-~s-p~aCed-~ft~e-ser~~ce~--par~s-er

24accesser~es-are-~rea~ed-as-eap~~a~-eq~~pmeft~-eft~!-~e-~he-ex~eft~

25 ~ha~-~he!-are-a-par~-e£-aftd-are-esseft~~a~-~e-~he-epera~~eft-e£

26 ~he-mach~fter!-er-eq~~pmeft~-as-~ft~~~a~~!-p~rchased7

27 t3t machinery or equipment used to receive or store raw

28 materials including automated material handling and sto~age

29 machinery;

30 t4t ill building materials, ~ftC~~d~ftg except materials used

31 for foundations that support machinery or equipment or special

32 purpose buildings used in the production process;

33 t5t 1!l machinery or equipment used for nonproduction

34 purposes, including, but not limited to, the following:

35 machinery and equipment used for plant security, fire

36 prevention, first aid, and hospital stations; machinery and
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1 equipment used in support operations or for administrative

2' purposes~ meeh±ftery-eftd-e~~±~meft~-~~ed-so%e%y-£or-~o%%~~±Oft

3 cOft~rO%7-~re~eft~±Oft7-0r-ebe~emeft~~-mech±ftery-eftd-eq~±~meft~~~~ed

4 £or-eft~±roftmeft~e%-eoft~ro%7-exee~~-~he~-wheft-e-coft~ro%%ed

5 eft~±roftmeft~-±~-e~seft~±e%-£or-~he-meft~£ec~~re-o£-e-~er~±e~%er

6 ~rod~e~7-~he-meeh±ftery-or-eq~±~meft~-~he~-coft~ro%s-~he

7 eft~±roftmeft~-ceft-qtte%±£y-es-ce~±~e%-eq~±~meft~~ and machinery and

8 equipment used in plant cleaning, disposal of scrap and waste,

9 plant communications, space heating and lighting, or safety;

10 (6) "farm machinery" as defined by subdivision 15, J1s~ec±a%

11 ~OO%±ftgJ1-as-de£±fted-by-~~bd±~±s±oft-%97and "aquaculture

12 production equipment" as defined by subdivision 19; or

13 (7) any other item that is not essential to the integrated

14 process of manufacturing, fabricating, mining, q~erry±ftg7 or

15 refining.

16 tet ~ For purposes of this subdivision:

17 tit-~he-re~~±remefte-ehee-ehe-maeh±ftery-or-eq~±~mefte-J1m~~e

18 be-~~ed-by-ehe-~~reheser-or-ie~seeJ1-meefts-ehee-ehe-~ersoft-who

19 ~~reheses-or-%eeses-ehe-meeh±ftery-or-eq~±~mefte-m~se-be-ehe-ofte

20 who-~ses-±e-£or-ehe-q~e%±£y±ftg-~~r~ose7--Wheft-e-eoftereeeor-b~y~

21 eftd-±ft~eeiis-meeh±ftery-or-eq~±~mefte-es-~ere-o£-eft-±m~ro~emefte-eo

22 ree%-~ro~er~Y7-oft%y-ehe-eoftereeeor-±s-eofts±dered-ehe-~~rehe~er~

23 tzt-ehe-req~±remefte-ehee-ehe-meeh±ftery-e"d-eq~±~mefte-m~se

24 be-~~ed-J1£or-meft~£eee~r±ng7-£ebr±eee±ng7-m±n±ftg7-q~erry±ftg7-or

25 re£±ft±ngJ1-meens-ehae-~he-meeh±ftery-or-eq~±~mene-m~se-be

26 essene±ei-~o-ehe-±neegre~ed-~roeess-o£-men~£eee~r±ng7

27 £ebr±eee±ftg7-m±ft±ftg7-q~erry±ftg7-or-re£±ft±ftg7--Ne±~her-iege%

28 re~~±remeftes-ftor-~reee±ee%-fteee~s±ey-deeerm±ftes-wheeher-or-ftoe

29 ehe-e~~±~mefte-±s-e~sefte±a%-eo-ehe-±fteegreeed-~roeess~

30 t3t-J1£ee±%±eyJ1-meeft~-e-eoord±fteeed-gro~~-o£~£±xed-asse~~7

31 wh±eh-mey-±fte%~de-%eftd7-b~±%d±ftgs7-meeh±fterY7-end-eq~±~mefte-eha~

32 ere-essefte±e%-eo-eftd-~sed-±ft-eft-±fteegreeed-meft~£aee~r±ftg7

33 £ebr±eae±ng7-re£±ft±ng7-m±ft±ftg7-or-q~erry±ftg-~roees~~

34 t4t-J1eseeb%±shmefte-o£-a-new-£ee±%±eyJ1-meefts-~he

35 eonser~ee±on-o£-e-£ee±%±eY7-or-ehe-~~r:hese-by-e-ftew-owfter-o£-e

36 £ae±%±ey-ehee-wes-~re~±o~s%y-e%osed-end-noe-o~ere~±one%-£or-e

3



1 per±od-o£-ee-%eese-%%-eo~see~e±ve-mo~ehs~--Re%oeee±ft~-operee±o~s

2 £rom-eft-ex±se±~g-£ee±%±ey-w±eh±~-M±~~esoee-eo-e~oeher-£ee±%±ey

3 w±eh±~-M±ft~esoee-does-~oe-eo~se±e~ee-eseeb%~sh±~g-e-~ew

4 heHHY7

5 t5t-aphys±ee%-expefts±o~-o£-eft-ex±se±~g-£ee±%±eya-meefts

6 edd±~~-e-~ew-prod~ee±o~-%±~e7-edd±~g-~ew-meeh±ftery-or-eq~±pme~e

7 eo-eft-ex±se±~~-prod~ee±o~-%±~e7-~ew-eo~ser~ee±o~-wh±eh-w±%%

8 beeome-pere-o£~ehe-ex±se±~g-£ee±%±ey-e~d-wh±eh~±s-~sed-£or-e

9 q~e%±£y±~g-eee±v±eY7-or-eo~vers±oft-o£-e~-eree-±~-e~~ex±se±~g

10 £ee±%±ey-£rom-e-~o~q~e%±£y±~g-eee±v±ey-eo-e-q~e%±£y±ftg-eee±v±eY7

11 e~d

12 t6t-per£orm±~g_as~bsee~e±e%%y-ehe-seme-£~~ee±o~a-meefts-ehee

13 ehe-~ew-meeh±ftery-or-eq~±pme~e-serves-£~~demeftee%%y-or

14 essefte±e%%y-ehe-seme-p~rpose-es-d±d-ehe-o%d-eq~±pmefte-or-ehee-±e

15 prod~ees-ehe-seme-or-s±m±%er-e~d-prod~ee7-eve~-eho~gh-±e-meY

16 ±~ereese-speed7-e££±e±e~eY7-or-prod~ee±o~-eepee±ey~

.17 tdt-Noew±ehsee~d±~~-pr±or-prov±s±o~s-o£-eh±s-s~bd±v±s±O~7

18 meeh±ftery-e~d-eq~±pme~e-p~rehesed-or-%eesed-eo-rep%8ee-meeh±~ery

19 e~d-eq~±pme~e-ttsed-±~-ehe-m±ft±ftg-o~-prod~ee±o~-o£-eeee~±ee-she%%

20 q~e%±£y-es-eep±ee%-eq~±pme~e-regerd%ess-o£-wheeher-ehe-£ee±:±ey

21 hes-bee~-expeftded~

22 (1) "Equipment" means independent devices or tools separate

23 from machinery but essential to an integrated production

24 process. Equipment includes (A) computers and software used

25 primarily in operating exempt machinery and equipment~ (B) any

26 subunit or assembly comprising a component of any machinery or

27 accessory or attachment parts of machinery, such as tools, dies,

28 jigs, patterns and molds~ and (C) any repair or replacement

29 parts •.

30 (2) "Fabricating" means to make, build, create, produce, or

31 assemble components or property to work in a new or different

32 manner.

33 (3) "Machinery" means mechanical, electronic, or electrical

34 devices that are purchased or constructed to be used for the

35 activities set forth in paragraph (al, beginning with the

36 removal of raw materials from inventory through the completion
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1 of the finished end product, including packaging and palletizing

2 of the product.

3 (3) "Manufacturing" means an operation or series of

4 operations where raw materials are changed in form, composition,

5 or condition by machinery and equipment and which results in the

6 production of a new article of tangible personal property.

7 Manufacturing includes the generation of electricity or steam to

8 be sold at retail.

9 (4) "Mining" means the extraction of minerals, ores, stone,

10 and peat.

11 (5) "On-line data retrieval system" means a system whose

12 cumulation of information is equally available and accessible to

13 all the system's customers.

14 (6) "Pollution control equipment" means machinery and

15 equipment used to eliminate, prevent, or reduce air, land, or

16 water pollution resulting from an activity described in

17 paragraph (al. The term does not include equipment used to

18 abate noise pollution.

19 (7) "Primarily" means machine and equipment used 50 percent

20 or more of the time in an activity described in paragraph (al.

21 (8) "Refining" means the process of converting a natural

22 resource to a product, including the treatment of water to be

23 sold at retail.

24 (e) Notwithstanding the limits in paragraphs (al to (dl,

25 all computer equipment, including replacement computer

26 equipment, repair and replacement parts, and accessories and

27 computer software, including replacement software, that is

28 purchased or leased by a person engaged in an activity described

29 in paragraph (a) qualifies as capital equipment~

30 Sec•••• Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297A.02,

31 subdivision 2, is amended to read:

32 Subd. 2. [MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT.] Notwithstanding the

33 provisions of subdivision 1, the rate of the excise tax

34 imposed tt~oa-se%es-o£-s~ee±e%-too%±ag-±s-£ottr-~ereeat-eaeupon

35 sales of farm machinery and aquaculture production equipment is

36 two percent.
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1 Sec •••. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297A.15,

2 subdivision 5, is amended to read:

3 Subd. 5. [REFUND; APPROPRIATION.] Notwithstanding the

4 provisions of sect{on 297A.25, s~ba±~±s±o~s-4z-e~asubdivision

5 50, the tax on sales of eep±~ei-eq~±pme~~7-8~aconstruction

6 materials and supplies under section 297A.25, subdivision 50,

7 shall be imposed and collected as if the rates under sections

8 297A.02, subdivision 1, and 297A.021, applied. Upon application

9 by the purchaser, on forms prescribed by the commissioner, a

10 refund equal to the reduction in the tax due as a result of the

11 application of the .exemption under section 297A.25, subdivision

12 4z-o~ 50, shall be paid to the purchaser. In the case of

13 building materials qualifying under section 297A.25, subdivision

14 50, where the tax was paid by a contractor, application must be

15 made by the owner for the sales tax paid by all the contractors,

16 subcontractors, and builders for the project. The application

17 must include sufficient information to permit the commissioner

18 to verify the sales tax paid for the project. The application

19 shall include information necessary for the commissioner

20 initially to verify that the purchases qualified as eep±~e%

21 eq~±pme~~-~~ae~-see~±o~-z9~A.%57-S~ba±~±s±o~-4z7-o~ capital

22 equipment or construction materials and supplies under section

23 297A.25, subdivision 50. No more than two applications for

24 refunds may be filed under this subdivision in a calendar year.

25 No owner may apply for a refund based on the exemption under

26 section 297A.25, subdivision 50, before July 1, 1993. Unless

27 otherwise specifically provided by this subdivision, the

28 provisions of section 289A.40 apply to the refunds payable under

29 this subdivision. There is annually appropriated to the

30 commissioner of revenue the amount required to make the refunds.

31 The amount to be refunded shall bear interest at the rate

32 in section 270.76 from the date the refund claim is filed with

33 the commissioner.

34 Sec •••• Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297A.25,

35 subdivision 42, is amended to read:

36 Subd.42. [CAPITAL EQUIPMENT.] The gross receipts from the.
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1 sale of capital equipment are exempt from the tax imposed under

2 this chapter, regardless of whether purchased by the owner or a

3 contractor or subcontractor.

4 Sec •.•• [REPEALER.]

5 Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297A.Ol, subdivision 17,

6 is repealed.

7 Sec •.•• [EFFECTIVE DATE.]

8 Sections •• to .• are effective for sales made after June

9 30, 1994.

7
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Appendix H .
Individuals Presenting Testimony to the Advisory Council

Bill Blazer, Minnesota Chamber of Commerce

Dan Salomone, Minnesota Taxpayers Association

David Lawrence, Assistant General Counsel, Northern States Power Corporation

Kelvin Johnson, President, Printing Industry of Minnesota

Harris McKee, Vice President of Engineering, Brown Printing

Gary Meinke, Regional Manager, Heidelberg USA, Inc.

Rick Riesgraf, Partner, Carlson, Lundquist & Co., Inc.

David Baumgardner, Chief Financial Officer, H.M. Smyth Co., Inc.

David Copham, Liberty Check Printers

Doug Jordal, IDS Financial

Wayne Brandt, Minnesota Forest Industries, Minnesota Timber Producers Assoc.

Tony Goddard, President, St Ooud Area Economic Development Partnership

Tom Vyvyan, Controller, M.E. International

Sean Nicholson, Manager, Sales and Use Tax Division, Dayton Hudson

Corporation, Target Stores Division

Jeff Rose, Chainnan, Minnesota Legislative State Tax Committee, Minnesota CPA

Society

John Chell, Director, Office of Waste Management

John Conzemius, Cannon Falls, Minnesota

William F. Fox, Professor and Head, Department of Economics, University of

Tennessee

John M. Urbanchuk, Vice President, AUS Consultants

Jeff Wood, Grand. Metropolitan, Inc.

This list does not include Revenue Department or legislative staff and does not include the
numerous individuals and organizations that submitted written testimony and materials.






